
E� Ric� Frapp� Latin� Men�
122 Pierce Christie Drive, Valrico, FL 33594, United States

(+1)8133247099,(+1)8134098845,(+1)8133158419 -
https://www.facebook.com/elricofrappelatino1/

The menu of El Rico Frappe Latino from Valrico includes 18 meals. On average, meals or drinks on the menu
cost about $3.9. The categories can be viewed on the menu below. What User likes about El Rico Frappe Latino:

The best family square to go. The owners together with all employees are very humble. The services are
amazing. They all feel like family. The food is from this world. The music is right. Beer is always served very cold
as in Puerto Rico. I was as amazed as hard as those people worked in Frappe when Hurricane met Maria on the
island. They say endlessly to make sure that Puerto Rico got what they need it in the most d... read more. The
restaurant also offers the possibility to sit outside and eat in pleasant weather, And into the accessible rooms
also come customers with wheelchairs or physical disabilities. What User doesn't like about El Rico Frappe

Latino:
I called in to place a order to go and was told that they weren?t doing over the phone orders anymore, so I went
in and ordered. Got my frappe within 3 minutes of ordering, didn?t even get the frap the way I told them. By the
time I got my food 30 minutes later it was already watering down. No seasoning at all on the mofongo or carne

frita. 25$ for just that when I can go anywhere else and get two plates for that muc... read more. At El Rico
Frappe Latino in Valrico, a diverse brunch is served in the morning, where you can have your fill pamper your

taste buds, For a tastier experience, why not try Enchiladas or a spicy chili in El Rico Frappe Latino's Latin
American cuisine?. The spicy Spanish meals are definitely recommendable in the kitchen of the restaurant, You

can also discover nice South American menus in the menu.
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Alcoholi� Drink�
BEER

Seafoo�
OCTOPUS

Chicke�
CHICKEN $2.5

Desser�
TWIX $5.9

Ensalada�
CAMARONES $4.5

M�ica� Foo�
EMPANADAS

Acompañante�
YUCA $3.0

Tac� D�
TONONA $3.0

Pastelill�
JUEY $4.5

Condiment� an� Sauce�
SALSA SAUCE

Saus�‘� BBQ
CERDO $3.0

Ayaca�
MASA CARNE $2.5

Ingredient� Use�
NUTELLA $5.9

FRUIT

SHRIMP

PASSION FRUIT

CHICKEN

SEAFOOD
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Opening Hours:
Monday 10:00-20:00
Tuesday 10:00-20:00
Wednesday 10:00-20:00
Thursday 10:00-21:00
Friday 10:00-00:00
Saturday 10:00-01:00
Sunday 10:00-22:00
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